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abstract

Manifold structures of the Lorenz system with sets of non-classical param-
eter values are investigated in terms of unstable periodic orbits embedded in
the attractor. It is found that the structures are determined approximately by
many unstable periodic orbits embedded in the attractor. Furthermore, an an-
gle between a stable manifold and an unstable manifold of an unstable periodic
orbit, which is measured by using covariant Lyapunov vectors, characterizes a
parameter at which a periodic window related to the unstable periodic orbit
emerges. In particular, when an unstable periodic orbit at some parameter
has low angle (high angle) between a stable manifold and an unstable mani-
fold, the periodic window corresponding to the unstable periodic orbit exists
near (away from) the parameter. Due to this fact, the window sequence in a
parameter space is almost determined from the information at a parameter,
even if a window is quite small.

1 Introduction

Chaotic dynamical systems are interesting research fields which are stud-
ied not only mathematics, physics, engineering and biology but also eco-
nomics [1, 2, 3]. Chaotic dynamical systems are divided into two groups
from a viewpoint of manifold structures, i.e. hyperbolic systems and non-
hyperbolic systems [4, 5]. A dynamical system is said to be hyperbolic if
the stable and unstable manifolds are everywhere transversal to each other;
otherwise a system is non-hyperbolic.

It is expected that most of mathematical models of actual phenomena
are non-hyperbolic. It is, however, difficult to know whether the mod-
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els are hyperbolic or non-hyperbolic, and thus the research judging non-
hyperbolicity is scarce. In mathematics, hyperbolic systems have been
studied well and are currently getting understood well at least from the
view point of geometrical aspects [6]. On the other hand, non-hyperbolic
systems are less explored fields and one of the most interesting research
fields in dynamical systems.

It is known that unstable periodic orbits are powerful tools to analyze
hyperbolic chaotic dynamical systems. For example, an useful formula is
proposed to approximate various static quantities of systems, e.g. invariant
measures and Lyapunov dimensions [7, 8, 9, 10]. The formula can be
applied to several non-hyperbolic chaotic systems [7, 11]. On the other
hand, it is also found that without modifications this does not work for the
Lorenz system with a set of non-classical parameter values [12]. Generally,
how we should modify the formula is an open problem. Furthermore, it
is known that if the number of periodic orbits changes when a system
is perturbed, the system is non-hyperbolic. Periodic orbits are also useful
tools to determine whether the system is hyperbolic or non-hyperbolic [13].

In chaotic dynamical systems, there are parameter regions where strange
attractors vanish and stable periodic orbits emerge. The parameter region
is named a periodic window and exists in various chaotic systems. A con-
struction of a periodic window is often related to the saddle-node bifurca-
tion. A stable periodic orbit in a periodic window collides with an unstable
periodic orbit at an edge of the window and the two periodic orbits disap-
pear. At a time, a region of the periodic window vanishes away. Therefore,
we can take a natural idea that the edge of a periodic window is non-
hyperbolic, in other words, non-hyperbolic regions are closely related to
periodic windows. However, it is not known what kind of non-hyperbolicity
occures at the points, that is, non-hyperbolicity with tangency structures
or without ones. Our goal in this paper is to clear the problem.

In this paper, we analyze the relation between manifold structures of
unstable periodic orbits and periodic windows in the Lorenz system with
sets of non-classical parameter values. It is known that the Lorenz sys-
tem with a set of the classical parameter values is (singular) hyperbolic [5,
14, 15], and by changing a parameter, the system becomes non-hyperbolic
[12, 16, 17, 18]. We focus manifold structures of unstable periodic orbits
and discuss the relation between the structures and periodic windows. Fur-
thermore, we propose a method to identify positions of periodic windows
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from the manifold structures at some parameter value.
We use covariant Lyapunov vectors (CLVs) to investigate manifold struc-

tures in the Lorenz system, especially the angle between a stable mani-
fold and an unstable manifold of each unstable periodic orbit. The CLVs
span the Oseledec subspaces corresponding to each Lyapunov exponent
[19, 20, 21].

2 Periodic windows as the origin of non-hyperbolicity

In this section, we discuss manifold structures in the Lorenz system:

$\dot{x}=-\sigma x+\sigma y,\dot{y}=-xz+rx-y,\dot{z}=xy-bz$ . (1)

In this paper, we fix $\sigma=10,$ $b=8/3$ and treat $r$ as a control parameter.
In particular, we use parameter region in the neighborhood of $r=60$ ,
It is found that the Lorenz system is hyperbolic at $r=28$ and becomes
non-hyperbolic as $r$ increases [17, 22]. Here we study the origin of non-
hyperbolicity in the Lorenz system around $r=60$ . There are some studies
conjecturing that the parameter region around $r=60$ is non-hyperbolic
[12, 16].

Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagram of local maximal values of $z$

in the time development for each control parameter $r$ and in this region
chaotic attractors exist. As is the case with general chaotic dynamical
systems, there are quite many periodic windows in the Lorenz system. As
the region of most periodic windows, however, are very small, it is difficult
to detect them (see Fig. 1 (right)).
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FIG. 1: Bifurcation diagram of the Lorenz systelll:(left): $60<r\cdot<65$ . (right): $60.42460<r<60.42462$ .
There is a quite narrow $X^{4}Y^{1}X^{3}Y^{3}$ periodic willd$ow$ that we can find only after scale-up.

A periodic window in the Lorenz system emerge via an inverse period
doubling bifurcation and finishes by a saddle-node bifurcation [22]. In this
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paper, we will continue to make use of the following symbolic description
of periodic orbits: we will write an $X$ everytime the orbit spirals round
in $x>0$ and a $Y$ everytime it spirals round in $x<0[22]$ . A window
shown in Fig. 1 (right) is the $X^{4}YX^{3}Y^{3}$ window which finishes when
saddle and node of $X^{4}YX^{3}Y^{3}$ periodic orbits collide. As is seen from Fig.
1 (right), most periodic windows are very small. The number of unstable
periodic orbits changes at the end of a periodic window where saddle-node
bifurcation occurs. This implies that the end of a periodic window is a
non-hyperbolic parameter from mension above. We substantiate this idea
on a rigorous basis studying the CLVs (we will write CLVs at time $n$ as
$v_{7l})$ .

The knowledge of the CLVs allows estimating hyperbolicity or non-
hyperbolicity by determining the angle between each pair $(j, k)$ of expand-
ing $(j)$ and contracting $(k)$ directions, $\phi_{n}^{i,k}=\cos^{-1}(|v_{r\iota}^{j}\cdot v_{7l}^{k}|)\cross 180/\pi[19]$ .
Remark that we will sometimes call an angle between a stable and an un-
stable manifolds as just an angle. Figure 2 shows the probability density
function $\rho(\phi)$ of an angle between a tangent vector of a stable manifold
$(v_{7l}^{3})$ and a tangent vector of an unstable manifold $(v_{n}^{1})$ . The distribution
is bounded away from $0$ (degree) for the case of $r=28$ , while arbitrarily
small angles are found for the case of $r=60$ . From the results, we can con-
clude that the region $r=28$ is hyperbolic, and $r=60$ is non-hyperbolic.
In Figure 3 (right), we show points on a chaotic orbit whose angles are
less than 0.5 (degree). From this figure, it is expected that tangency struc-
tures of stable and unstable manifolds are somewhere around the points
and embedded approximately in the edges of the strange attractor in this
parameter.

$8A$

angle

FIG. 2: The distribution of angles between stable and unstable manifolds at points on a chaotic attractor
for $r=28(das\cdot hed$ line $)$ , $r=60(full$ line $)$ . The system at $r=28$ is hyperbolic, while $r=60$ is non-
hyperbolic.
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FIG. 3: (right) A chaotic orbit with $r=60$ projected onto the $x-y$ plane.
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(left) Points 011 the orbit
whose angles are less than 0.5(degree) projected onto the $x-y$ plane. The tangency structures are around
the points.

Properties of chaos can be characterized in terms of unstable periodic
orbits embedded in the attractor [7, 8, 9, 10]. We think that manifold
structures can also be characterized in terms of unstable periodic orbits.
We calculate angles between stable and unstable manifolds of unstable
periodic orbits to characterize an unstable periodic orbit.
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FIG. 4: Miliinlulll angle between stable and unstable lnanifolds at points on $ea$ch of numerically detected
hundreds of unstable periodic orbits at (a) $r=28$ alld(b) $r=60$ . longitudinal axis : period of unstable
periodic orbits. horizolltal axis : miniliium angle.

Figure 4 shows a minimum angle between stable and unstable manifolds
at points on each of numerically detected hundreds of unstable periodic
orbits at $r=28$ and $r=60$ . It is found that unstable periodic orbits
in the case of $r=28$ tend to have large angles, whereas some unstable
periodic orbits in $r=60$ have very small angles. This result suggests that
non-hyperbolicity is characterized by unstable periodic orbits which have
small angles, that is, unstable periodic orbits which pass near tangency
structures. We can study tangency structures of chaos by using these
unstable periodic orbits.
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FIG. 5: ParaIneter dependency on aiigles between stable and unstable $I_{1}\iota_{al1}ifo1$ds of several unstable
periodic orbits, $X^{4}YX^{3}Y^{3},$ $X^{3}1^{r},$ $X^{2}1^{r},$ $X^{2}YX1^{r}X1’$ and $X^{2}Y^{2}XY$ .

To see the changes of manifold structures of unstable periodic orbits,
we measure the angles of five unstable periodic orbits which are detected
at $r=60$ as parameter changes(Fig.5). Fig.5 shows that the minimum
angle for each unstable periodic orbit becomes the minimum value at the
end of the correponding periodic window. This fact indicates that there
is at least one unstable periodic orbit with small angle at the end of the
periodic window. We should note that the minimum angle at the ending
point of each periodic window is not exact zero but small positive value.
In conclusion, the end of each periodic window is a non-hyperbolic system
without any tangency structures.

Fig. 5 also shows that the minimum angle decreases monotonically and
approaches to zero value as $r$ increases, and a sequence of minimum angles
of 5 unstable periodic orbits holds for any parameter $r$ . This indicates that
if there is an unstable periodic orbit which has a small angle at a parameter,
the corresponding periodic window exists near the parameter. Contrary, if
the minimum angle of an unstable periodic orbit at a parameter is large,
the corresponding periodic window exists far from the parameter. Table 1
shows a relationship between minimum angles of unstable periodic orbits
at $r=60$ and parameter values of the end of the corresponding periodic
windows. We select seven unstable periodic orbits with small minimum
angles and six ones with relatively large minimum angles. If there exists
an unstable periodic orbit which has a small (large) angle at $r=60$ , there
is the corresponding window near the parameter $r=60$ . This fact gives
us the idea that unstable periodic orbits are useful to detect parameters
where the corresponding periodic windows exist.
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Table 1: Relation between minimum angles of stable alld unstable manifold at points on ullstable periodic
orbits at $r=60$ and tlle position of the corresponding periodic window. Periodic windows corresponding
to unstable periodic oibits which have $SII$lall (large) angles exist near (away from) the parameter.

3 Summary

In this paper, we characterize local manifold structures of Lorenz attrc-
tor by local manifolds of unstable periodic orbits and obtain two results on
the relation between manifold structures and periodic windows. First, the
minimum angle between stable and unstable manifolds at points on each
unstable periodic orbit decreases monotonically as a parameter approaches
to the corresponding periodic window and the angle becomes very small
positive value at the ending point of the periodic window. This result
suggests that the ending point of each periodic window is non-hyperbolic
without any tangency structures. Second, when an unstable periodic orbit
at a parameter has a low angle (high angle), the corresponding periodic
window exists near (away from) the parameter. We note for the second
result that periodic windows are not constructed completely in ascending
order of an angle. This is because there are two unstable periodic orbits
which have the same symbol sequences but are different ones. One is sad-
dle and the other is node at the end of the periodic window. On the other
hand, in the Lorenz system with classical parameters there are no unstable
periodic orbits with the same symbolic sequences and thus periodic win-
dows derive from the UPOs are made completely in ascending order of an
angle. By using this result we can give a new approach to the first tan-
gency problem of the Lorenz system which is one of the important problems
in dynamical system theory [17]. We have also checked that a tangency
structure is related to a period doubling bifurcation of node orbits of a
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saddle-node bifurcation, which is reported by another paper [17].
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